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EMPLOYMENT SURVEY 1987

There are many ways in which graduates approach their
initial employment. To find out how new physicists and
astronomers accomplish their transitions from "student" to
"employee" and how they evaluate that transfer in retro-
spect, we conduct an annual Employment Survey. We sched-
ule this survey during the winter, so as to allow six months
to elapse between it and two student surreys conducted each
summer. It is the summer surveys that identify the employ-
ment-oriented physics and astronomy graduates who form
the population we target in the follow-up Employment
Survey.

The diverse parameters that influence one's initial employ-
ment include degree level, choice of specialty, citizenship
and geographic region, to name a few. A particularly rel-
evant question for employment-oriented degree recipients is
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how much time they needed to secure suitable employment.
The answers from physics degree recipients are summa zed
in Figure I, which presents four time periods during which
graduates at each of three degree levels accepted their first
positions `Postdocs' are excluded from the doctorai gradu-
ates so as to focus on potentially permanent positions
comparable to those sought by the masters and bachelors.
The first time periodless than 1 monthis intended to
identify graduates who have positions already lined-up when
their degrees were conferred. For the graduates of the class
of 1987, almost half (44%) of both the bachelors and the
masters but only 13% of the doctorate recipients fell into
this category Such a distribution suggests that doctoral
graduates require more time to review their employment
options.

Figure I. Time spent by 1986-87 physics degree recipients in securing employment.
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Table I. Changes in occupational status of physics degree recipients between the summer of 19$7 and the
following winter.
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Introduction to the job market can be a gradual process for
some new -raduates, consequently, a look at the changes in
occupational status during the six-month period between
surveys conveys important information. Tables I and II
present those changes for the physicists and astronomers
respectively and include U.S. as well as foreign degree
recipients Each table has three parts. which correspond to
the three degree levels. The first column of each table lists
the occupational status as reported by the physics and
astronomy graduates in the summer of 1987 Thus from
Table I we note that 28% of the doctorate recipients secured
permanent employment and 59% had accepted `postdocs';
approximately 9% were still seeking employment. Six
months later, during the winter of 1987-88, we note that all
the unemployed had accepted positions while two new physi-
cists appeared to be between jobs.

Approximately one third of the 600 physics master's degree
recipients in the class of 1987 studied for that degree on a
part-time basis wl_ile working full-time and continued their
employment after graduation. Only 31 of the respondents to
the Employment Survey fell into this category and all except
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one reported no changes in their occupational status Of the
masters who identified themselves as unemployed in the
summer survey, a majority secured positions during that six-
month period.

When referring to employment-oriented physics bachelors,
we need to add a qualifying statement. Approximately one-
fifth of that group intends to work for only one year while
deciding which graduate studies to pursue. It appears from
Table I that 3% of the 810 respondents exercised that
option earlier than expected. Most of the bachelors who were
either undecided or unemployed at the time of the summer
survey, had secured employment by December 1987. How-
ever, the percentage of bachelors still seeking employment
(9%) was the same as that of the previous year.

Three-quarters of the new astronomers traditionally accept
postdoctoral fellowships, and Table II indicates that the
class of 1987 is no exception. Almost all of the astronomy
masters and bachelors appear to have found suitable
employment.



Table IL Changes in occupational status of astronon degree recipients between the summer of 1987 and
the following winter.
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An established employment pattern throughout the 1980s
has been one where physicists whose dissertations were
based on experimental work were more likely to be offered
potentially permanent positions; theoreticians, on the other
hand, were more likely candidates for `postdocs.' Table III
relates the dissertation research to the types of employment
and distinguishes between U.S and foreign graduates While

.1.1=m1M

both U S and foreign degree recipients recorded a gradual
shift toward experimental research since 1984, it is the
foreign graduates who benetitted more from the increasing
demand for doctoral physicists. For example, Table III
shows that 29% of the foreign experimentalists had secured
potentially permanent positions thereby indicating an eight
percentage-point increase over the previous year.

Table M. Occupational status of experimental and theoretical physicists b% type of dissertation
research, 1986-87.
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Table IV. Characteristics of postdoctoral and full-time emphted ph:s so's and astronom doctorate leciplents. I956-ST.
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Table IV presents six characteristics of the doctoral physi-
cists and astronomers and relates them to the types of
employment they accepted. To highlight those characteris-
tics that changed significantly, let us compare our current
data with those recorded for the 1980 graduates. We plan to
limit this discussion to the physicists because the number cf
astronomers is comparatively small. Thus we find that
physics `postdocs' have doubled in number, included twice
the proportion of women, were getting older and include
over 40% foreign graduates compared with 26% in 1980
The types of dissertation research have changed less drasti-
cally. New physicists who accepted potentially permanent
employment decreased in number, but their characteristics
remained basically unchanged. We added salary information
to Table IV this year for the first time

Foreign doctoral graduates are not the only contributors to
the increase in physics `postdocs'. Since 1985 a larger num-
ber of U.S. degree recipients also chose `postdocs' that allow
them to pursue special research interests for a limited time
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while the market for new doctoral physicists becomes even
more favorable The initial employment trend, since 1977, is
depicted in Figure II by three representative years for
which the total number of physics doctorates granted were
1.000, 900, and 1,100 respectively.

Another comparison between 'postdocs' and graduates with
potentially permanent positions is presented in Table V
which focuses on the subfield mobility experienced by each
group. The first column of the table lists the major disserta-
tion subfields and matches them with the subfields associat-
ed with the physicists' initial employment. Thus we find
large percentages along the diagonal of air, upper portion of
the table which shows that postdoctoral fellowships are
offered in the same subfield. By contrast the lower half of
Table V illustrates the adaptability of new physicists whose
potentially permanent positions are spread among a larger
number of specialties; the optics/laser physicists appear tc
form the exception



Figure II. Changes in the type of employment accepted by new physicists in the U.S., 1977, 1982, 1987.
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Table VI. Employment with potential permanence accepted by 1986-87 doctorate recipients.
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Table VII. Characteristics of 1986-87 ph }sirs masters related to the t:k pe of employment secured.
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Tables VI through X present more detailed information on
the newly-employed physicists by relating pertinent charac-
teristics to each of the major types of employers. Table VI
focuses on doctoral physicists who had accepted potentially
permanent positions and on employment characteristics not
included in Table IV tor that group; the subfields of the
dissertations are the exception. Industry continues to be the
largest employer for that group; by examining those who
reported "physics-related work", more new physicists in
industry accepted positions in their subfield than the num-
ber who changed subfields; the reverse was true in the
previous year. To be more specific, among the 1987 gradu-
ates, those whose dissertation specialties were in optical
lasers, plasma physics or crystal structure had accepted
positions in industry in the same subfield. In fact, there was
a notable '.ncrease in those who were both trained and
working in optical lasers. On the other hand, new physicists
who had specialized in cryogenics or elementary particles
were obliged to work in more interdisciplinary areas in
industry. One year earlier the new physicists from varying
backgrounds had begun to work in optical lasers while many
others described their initial industrial employment simply
as "applied physics." The fourth characteristic measures the
degree of satisfaction these new physicists experience. In
answer to whether they are interested in changing jobs
within the next two years, two-thirds of them replied "no," a
proportion that has not changed in recent years. And for
those employed in industry, the proportion not interested in
a job change was even higher.

Background characteristics as well as those pertaining to the
current employment of new physics masters are related to

three specific types of employers in Table VII. The earlier
statement in this report, that physics masters study for that
degree on a part-time basis while working full-time, is
reflected in both the age distribution as well as the indus-
trial salaries. Many of the new masters look back on five
years of experienc,.., when their degrees were conferred A
change from the previous year indicates that a higher
proportion of physics masters who were employed by a
service industry described their employment as physics-
related.

As the largest group of respondents to this follow-up survey,
the physics bachelors lend themselves to a more detailed
analysis of their initial employment than did the physics
masters Thus Tables VIII and IX both focus on the
employment of physics bachelors but with a different em-
phasis Table VIII presents eight characteristics that are
influential in determining the types of positions bachelors
accepted while Tp'ile IX examines employer characteristics
best shown in terms of horizontal percentages.

From Figure I we saw that two-thirds of the physics
bachelors secured initial employment within a two-month
period; Table VIII elaborates on those data by listing the
methods used to secure employment and the number of job
offers received. Compared to the previous year, more bache-
lors were obliged to accept work that was unrelated to
physics, caused in part by a notable shift from manufactur-
ing to service industry positions. The distribution of work
activities indicates a nirrz, p,=..rcentage-point increase in re-
search, development and design work

Table VIII. Characteristics of 1986-87 physics bachelors related to the pc of emplo;,ment secured.
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Table IX. Selected characteristics of physics bachelors that affect their employ ment, 1987.
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Table X. Median monthly salaries paid by eh, ihan employ ers to physics bachelors, 1987.
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As the proportion of women among the employment-orient-
ed physics bachelors increases, Table IX shows more clearly
than Table VIII that they are less likely to be unemployed,
equally accepted by industry and more likely to be employed
by secondary schools and the civilian government than their
male counterparts. Other observations evident from Table
IX are that the expanding service industry employs propor-
tionately more physics bachelors from private than public
institutions ano favors graduates with arts rather than
science degrees.

Since the salaries of physics masters are shown by type of
employer, we included tho median salaries of physics bache-

lors in Table IX in order to facilitate comparisons between
the two groups. However, a more relevant presentation of
bachelors' salaries is to relate them to the different work
activities bachelors report and exclude the military. Thus
Table X focuses on civilian employment and shows a com-
bined median salary of $1980/month which compares with a
comLined median of $1900 /month when the military is
included Other parameters that influence salaries are
whether or not the new bachelors are engaged in defense
work For example, physics bachelors who worked for de-
fense contractors reported a median of $2360 /month com-
pared with an $1800/month median for those not involved in
defense work.

Table XI. Time spent by 1986-87 astronomy graduates in securing employ ment.

Number of m(nth. -pent seeking emplm 111('Ili
2 month, 3 MOW hs

Total
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To supplement the information on astronomy graduates
presented in Tables II and IV, we summarized the reported
time spent by each group of degree recipients before secur-
ing employment. Although the numbers are small, Table

8

XI, when compared with Figure I, suggests that doctoral
astronomers, like physicists at that level, require at least
three months to find appropriate employment.
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